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S ATTENTION OF November 16, 1992

CECOM Safety Office

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
-King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415

Dear Sir:

This refers to. a telephone conversation on October 16, 1992
between Mr. Jim Bondick, Health Physicist, your Commission, and
Mr. Barry J. Silber, Supervisory Health Physicist, CECOM Safety
Office, subject: Notification of Thermoluminescent Dosimetry
(TLD) Exposure., This conversation was initiated by this command
as a compliance action under NRC Materials License Number 29-
01022-14 authorizing the possession and use of the AN/UDM-2
Radiac Calibrator Set, by the Department of the Army.

This constitutes the final report-of technical investigation of
the TLD exposure cited below...The investigation was conducted in
accordance with the requirements set. forth in, paragraph.:20.403 of
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations'(10 CFR), Part 20, as well
as Army Regulation (AR) 40-5, Health and Environment, and AR. 385-
40, Accident Reporting and Records.

a. Nature of incident: TLD exposure of
District U.S. Army Test, Measurement, and Diagtrostic Equipment
Support Center (DTSC) - Lexington, Lexington, Kentucky.

b. Date of event: July 5 October 3, 1992.

c. Radiation producing sources involved:

Quantity Nomenclature

1 each AN/UDM-2 Radiac Calibrator Set

d.' Description of event:

(1) Whole Body TLD Badge Numb listed as worn
bYT :for the wearing period'
Jul 5, 1992 to October 3, 1992 exhibid an anomalous response.
The central portion of the badge received a much greater exposure
than either end of the badge. Such a response could be pro uced
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by exposing the badge to a small beam of radiation incident upon
the center portion of the badge or by shielding the ends of the
badge during exposure.

(2) All four elements of Whole Body TLD Badge Number -,

I- I- appear to have received different levels of exposure,
-making normal evaluation of the dose impossible.

(3) Dosimeter calibrations and test exposures were
performed by the US Army Ionizing Radiation Dosimetry Center
(A!RDC) personnel using the AN/UDM-2 Radiac Calibrator since it
was the most likely source, due to its configuration and
potential exposure rate, that would readily permit duplication of
the observed exposure.

(4) Test irradiations were performed using this
radiation source in an attempt to reproduce the anomalous badge
exposure. The exposure tests indicated that when a TLD is
positioned face down in the drawer of the Doserate Jig Assembly
of the AN/UDM-2 Radiac Calibrator Set (one minute exposure with
the thumb wheel 4n the "100 posi±eon"), an exposure similar to
the exposure onI ould be achieved. Two of
these exposures esulted in ext•-ely close matches to the
original; the corresponding caJ•ibration indicated a dose of 45
rem at a depth of 7 milligrams (mg) per square centimeter (ce 2 )
in tissue was achieved.

(5) _Wrist TLD Badge NumberL also listed as worn
by for the same wearing period, indicated a dose of
0. rem for both 7 mg/cm2 and 1000 mg/cm2 tissue depths.

(6) An evaluation of the TLD documentation showed that
the TLD passed comprehensive certification following its prior
usage before it was reissued toE - Additional testing EY4
after processing revealed that tee badge was responding normally.
All evidence indicated the dosimeter reading was valid.

(7) The DTSC - Lexington possesses three AN/UDM-2 Radiac
Calibrator Sets, Serial Numbers 9066, 9274 and 9387. The three
calibrators were evaluated to determine if the exposure could
have resulted from a damaged calibrator.

(a) Leak tests were performed on each calibrator
and the results were compared with the previous leak tests.
There was no indication of removable contamination.

(b) Each of the calibrators was also evaluated with
an Eberline Instrument Corporation Model RO-2 Ion Chamber.
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Measurements were taken on the outside surface, the Doserate Jig
Assembly in the "off position," the "10 position," and the "100
position." The outside surface readings were between 5 - 8 mR/hr
while the Doserate Jig Assembly readings were between 6 - 8 mR/hr
for the closed position, 12 - 17 mR/hr for the "10 position", and
16 - 19 mR/hr for the "100 position". Instrument measurements
were also taken at the Dosimeter Discharge Well Assembly in the
closed position, in the open position, and with a pocket
dosimeter positioned in the Well. The results of this survey
were 8 9 mR/hr, 12 - 14 mR/hr, and 13 - 18 niR/hr, respectively.

(c) The radiation survýy.documen tion of the two
AN/UDM-2 Radiac Calibrator Sets that4 - icalibrated during4
the indicated quarter was also reviewed-.- Serial Number 9118 was
received and evaluated on August 6, 1992, and Serial Number 9408
was received and evaluated on September 28, 1992. The analysis
of both evaluations indicated that removable contamination was
less than the Limit of Detection (LD), i.e., LD = 2.0E-06
microcuries for alpha radiation, 8.0E-06 microcuries for beta
radiation, and 4.E-06 microcuries for gamma radiation.

(d) The results of this survey indicate that an
individual would not receive an excessive exposure while working
with the source under normal working conditions.

(8) A review of the DTSC-Lexington Radiation Safety
Program to include calibration procedures indicated that
radiation workers were following procedures and using safe
practices.

(9) Individual interviews with supervisors and
management indicated that no one claimed to have any knowledge asa
to how the subject badge was exposed but did state that
always followed safety procedures when working with the
calibration sources and would not deliberately violate the DTSC
Lexington RadiationSafety Program and expose her badge in a
"Dran-k e-xos.. An interview withý Irevealed that she
was unaware as to how the badge may have been-exposed. At
enclosures 1 - 3 are signed written statements of Mr. William H.
Earls, Radiation Protection Officer (RPO), DTSC - Lexin ton, Mr.
Charles E. Mattox, Alternate RPO, DTSC - Lexington, and[

(10). An evaluation of the key control procedures found
that the keys to the radiac laboratory and the radioactive
material storage area were signed out/in daily by,he key controa
custodian to either the RPO, the Alternate RPO, or.
At this time, the key custodian would also give that'individual--]'
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the dosimeters for the personnel working in the radiac
laboratory. At the end of the day, each worker drops his/her
dosimeters into the dosimeter storage box through the slot
opening on top of the box.

(ll)W• _pormally has access to the following
sources: AN/JDM-lA (Cesiuum 137), AN/UDM-2 (Strontium 90), and
AN/UDM-6 (Plutonium 239) Radiac Calibrator Sets, MX-7338/PDR-27
Radioactive Test Samples (Krypton 85), and some small Americium
241 check sources. As indicated above, dosimeter calibrations
and test exposures were performed using the Doserate Jig Assembly
of the AN/UDM-2 because it was the most likely source, due to its
configuration and potential exposure rate, that would readily
permit duplication of the observed exposure; two of these
exposures resulted in extremely close matches to the original.
Test exposures were also run to evaluate potential exposure from
the Dosimeter Discharge Well Assembly of the AN/UDM-2 and the MX-
7338/PDR-27 Radioactive Test Samples. The results of these tests
indicated that the exposures were characteristically different in
nature and that these sources could not produce the type of
exposure as exhibited onL "badge._ i

.,(12) Since all four elements of Whole Body Badge NumberU-]received different levels of exposure resulting in an
anomalous pattern not characteristic of any known types of
radiation, AIRDC could not determine the type of radiation that
produced the exposure, nor could they determine the dose
received.. Although the tests produced exposures similar to the
exposure o-nL badge, they were designed ,to attempt to
duplicate the "pattern" of tfhe original exposure observed as well
as providing a calibration or accurate measure of the dose rate
for each configuration. The results do not, and cannot, prove
with certainty that the source.af the original exposure was from
the AN/UDM-2. Furthermore, th( 45 rem doseequivalpnt cannot be
presumed to be dose equivalent received byl )during the
wearing period that the incident occurred.

(13) If it is assumed that he exposure was caused by an
AN/UDM-2, there is no evidence thatL -. violated radiation
safety practices and deliberately exposed her badge nor that she
received ,a ose equivalent in excess of the standards stipulated
in 10 CFR.

(14) Weaknesses were found in the key control program
that would potentially permit unauthorized personnel access to
the radioactive sources and the personnel dosimeters. Therefore,
it could be assumed that the badge was exposed by person or
persons unknown.
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e. Actions taken/recommendations made to minimize impact and
prevent recurrence.

(1) The radioactive material storage area key has been
secured in a separate key box located in the radiac laboratory.
Access to this key box will be limited to the RPO and Alternate
RPO, DTSC - Lexington. The policy of storing the radiac
laboratory key in the master key box and issuing the key to the
approved users will be continued.

(2) The keys to the dosimeter box will be maintained in
the master key box; however, the dosimeters will only be issued
to the person that has been assigned the badge. The assigned
individual is responsible for his/her badge.

(3) Radiation workers will deposit their badges in the
drop slot of the dosimetry box whenever leaving the DTSC
building. This requirement does not include trips to AIRDC to
perform gamma calibrations.

Sincerely,

William H. Hulse, Jr.
Acting Chief, Safety Office

Enclosure

Copies Furnished:
Commander, US Army Materiel Command, ATTN: AMCSF-P,

5001 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22333-0001

Director, US Army Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic Equipment
Activity, ATTN: AMXTM-SR, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35898-5400
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TLD Over'-Exposed Bladge
'] (5 JuIV to 3 OotobL 1993).

J TZD Badge

As local1 Radiation Protectlion Officer ELMP) tort' te US hrz'm
bletriat TUDE $Uapper%~ Ce tet'-LreXtington, I havo observed the wor'k
h~bLtg f4 I d have foundplhe perw=m her' dutleg

in a am~et pr@ressiona1 manr L foIlowff safety
an'd calbrationi VrptO~d1ed- I do n~ot have any knowledge bowe

jbad~e received this over-expoeuz's nor do I thin ~L.
delitkerateXy exposed bur badge. I have no know~edge how.

ý,hizaýadge wMG exposqid.

WILL~IAM H. EARLS
Radiation~ Protection

Offi cero DTSC-LEX
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21M,31=1a EDOvei'-ExpoeedBag
(S July to QOt*Uwp I9ý

I was in~ the A&Alae Lab an 3S eptemlmw 1092 19
the required Radation Wprkep Tvatning. The 0%eM&Lzin
shim tin& p.riodv 2 w&9 1 the 101 calibrating *thee

have receivedtbf typ of expsu e. r

&CabnpIlobh
Pmrmiod 99
Iteaw for

could

AltergL&te Radiaio
Pr'otection Offtic~er
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AUX1M-W3-L 20 Oct 92

OVWXJCT.6 Ivestgatlon of Ov.7-ExPogw'e of TI4D Film Badge.
Date: Period$ 5 S 1 to :s October 19

Upon -arriving at MY plaee 02 Mrak sae2i mor'nag, VW ilba$ le L±u*u4 to me by a W~M badge Cust~odLem, I Place tlebody badge an vW lett 00211" OP left bide and the Wvi9t badge onWy lett ftrint. 2 Pa'ooeed with WW dutiva~ of the wor~k &MaYfollowing all the calibration p2'ocaduroeu.

T~o my, knowledge I did4 not, do anything to -caume an i e
exposure on m~y ba4$a. or do utO' know how it could have bappebed.

At tbe clovo of *e~ah day I clip vW b&dfaz Vo~ta and 4rvop
them In the IiuM badge box in the oftlae.
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REGION I
NMSS LICENSEE EVENT REPORT

License No. o2 - I2 l

DocketNo.______-______

MLER-RI
1. ACTION CONTROL DATA z

Licensee -- (.3 --- r _ # ,7'4 Y

Event Description P6si )1C 0 W KGYoc- O,,urY'
/

Event Date - 10 Z9Q 2_-

2. REPORTING REOUIREMENT

Report Date /1/(a 2

( ) 10 CFR 20.402 Theft or Loss
( ) 10 CFR 30.50 Immediate/24 Hr.

Notification Report

( ) 10 CFR 35.33 Misadministration
( ) License Condition .

(,)-)10 CFR 20.405 30 Day Report

( ) Other

3. REGION I RESPONSE

( ) Immediate Site Inspection I
( ) Special Inspection I
( ) Telephone Inquiry I
( ) Preliminary Notification
(,)I1fiformation entered on the Region I log
( "Review at next routine inspection
( ) Report referred to

nspector/Date
nspector/Date
nspector/Date

( ) Daily Report

4. REPORT EVALUATION

(L'<Description of event
(vd Levels of RAM involved
( ) Cause of event

(O'orrective actions
( ) Calculation adequate
( ) Letter to licensee requesting

additional information

Completed by ,

Reviewed by______

5. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS OR COMMENTS

Date /[ - -2_W- !2 _-

Date 12-/-7 i1ý2


